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SUMMARY 

As part of the 3rd year course program at IPAG Business School (Paris), a  semester is fully 

dedicated to a study period in a partner university abroad. The main goal of this expatriation for each 

Ipag’s student is to step out his comfort zone and to facilitate the transition from the French school 

environment to abroad study environment in another language.  

 

Accordingly, my expatriation semester was in China (Hong Kong), the world's second-biggest importer 

of both goods and commercial services, meaning its economic performance has a big knock-on impact 

around the world. Hong Kong is a former British territory now considered as a Special Administrative 

Region of the People's Republic of China. The city of Hong Kong is considered as a multicultural hot 

spot and is well-known for its beautiful natural harbor, vibrant nightlife, as well as tremendous 

entertainment and shopping opportunities, and a paradise for outdoor activities.  

I was accepted at Lingnan University (Hong Kong, China), a public liberal arts university ranked as a 

Top 10 liberal arts colleges in Asia by Forbes (2015). The full-time undergraduate programmes leading 

to honours degrees are grouped under three categories and the disciplines included Humanities & 

Arts, Business & Economy and Social Sciences. I selected a set of courses in line with my 

professional project, thus attending three courses focused on the aspects related to “Business & 

Economy” (e.g., Organisational Behaviour; Getting to Yes Through Negotiation; Innovation in 

Practices), one language course  “English for Communication” and the last one, an opening course in 

line with the philosophy of Lingnan University, e.g. “Music and World Culture”.  

This set of courses aboard gave me many future professional assets and allowed me to acquire 

relevant skills in management and socio-economic areas. I gained some working methods, learnt the 

skills of creativity and innovation, explored and understood the effects of a positive or negative 

organisation on behaviour, empowerment, engagement, involvment, organisational commitment, 

motivation and performance, and finally opening my mind to music and world culture. My integration 

into the Chinese environment was very natural,  integrating easely the codes of functioning of the host 

university and participating to all the proposed cultural activities: legend lantern, Chinese new year, 

Ocean park and Chang Chau tours, etc. In everyday life of Hong Kong, I became integrated,  playing 

streetbasket, visiting the city, attending the campus sports hall (swimming, bodybuilding, basketball, 

tennis), making a lot of local friends as well as exchange students, being quickly and well integrated in 

the social life in China and enjoying Chinese food.  

 

To sum, after Barcelona (Spain) during the 1st semester of my 3rd year at IPAG Business 

School, I discovered another foreign country and city, China and Hong Kong, respectively, completed 

by a tour in other Asian countries (Taiwan and Vietnam), during the 2nd semester of my 3rd year. I 

acquired a supplementary multicultural perspective on a personal and professional level most notably 

through a good command of the host country’s languages. In my point of view, this additional five  

months expatriation abroad represents a real added value for my future professional integration and 

personal development.  

 

https://www.ln.edu.hk/admissions/ug/jupas/progs.php
https://www.ln.edu.hk/faculties-and-units/faculties-and-departments#facutly-of-arts
https://www.ln.edu.hk/faculties-and-units/faculties-and-departments
https://www.ln.edu.hk/faculties-and-units/faculties-and-departments#faculty-of-social-sciences
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Rationale of 3rd year expatriation abroad at IPAG Business School (Paris)  

 

As part of the 3rd year course program at IPAG Business School (Paris), a semester is fully 

dedicated to a study period in a foreign country within a partner university of IPAG Business School.  

The main goal of this expatriation for the Ipag’s student is to step out his comfort zone and to facilitate 

the transition from the French school environment to abroad study environment in another language. 

 

1.2. Content of my expatriation report 

 

Firstly, I will describe the host country and city respectively, the achievement context of the 

expatriation abroad and the socio-economic environment. 

Secondly, I will give indication on the framework of my expatriation  with the rationale of the 

choice of the Asian country, the partner university, the selected courses, the Chinese teaching and 

learning methods, any difficulties encountered and solutions, while making a critical analysis.  

Finally, I will report my feelings with regard to various situations encountered for both study and 

personal achievements during this expatriation, trying to capitalize if any. 

 

 

2. HOST COUNTRY (CHINA)  &  CITY (HONG KONG)  - PARTNER UNIVERSITY 

(LINGNAN LIBERAL ART UNIVERSITY, HONG KONG) 

2.1. Host country : China   

China is the world's second-biggest importer of both goods and commercial services, meaning 

its economic performance has a big knock-on impact around the world (Ref. 1).  Therefore, as China’s 

economy slightly slows from the last six years, a look at what could happen was recently given (Ref. 

2).  The Figure N°1 in Appendix A shows the China’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate over 

the last 35-year period. 

China’s economy : After the 1978’ program of economic reforms, the Chinese economy experienced 

astonishing growth in the last few decades that catapulted the country to become the world's second 

largest economy (Refs 3, 4 & 5)  35 years later, with a nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 

USD 9.2 trillion compared to the 9th position in nominal GDP with USD 214 billion in 1978.  

In 2008, China weathered the global economic financial crisis better than most other countries, 

thanks to a massive stimulus package of 4.0 trillion (USD 585 billion) through massive investment 

projects, overinvestment and excess capacity in some industries.  
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Today, the chinese economy is characterized by (a) extremely solid balance of payments (with a 

surplus in every year since 1994), (b) uninterrupted trade surpluses since 1993 (with total trade 

multiplied by nearly 100 to USD 4.2 trillion in only three decades ; in 2013, China surpassed the 

United States), (c) Exports (electronics and machinery for around 55% of total exports, garments 

account for 13% and construction material and equipment for 7% ; Sales to Asia : over 40% of total 

shipments; North America and Europe : 24% and 23%, respectively, and 8% of total shipments for 

Africa and South America), (d) Imports : intermediate goods, commodities (oil, iron ore, copper and 

cereals) from Asian countries (around 30% of total imports), from Europe and the U.S. account for 

12% and 8%, respectively, from Africa, Australia, the Middle East and South America (combined, 

around 50%), (e) Economic Policy : to ensure the country’s sustainability ; special issues are to 

tackle the severe economic imbalances, mounting environmental issues, rising economic inequality 

and aging population, (f) Fiscal Policy : 1994’ fiscal reform with a new taxation system and the 

adoption of a tax-sharing scheme (Value-Added Tax and Enterprise Income Tax), and (g) Monetary 

Policy : from the People’s Bank Of China (PBOC) to prevent and resolve financial risks, and 

safeguard financial stability. 

 

Finally, following the changes of Chinese government policy, China has experienced a rapid 

urbanization in the past three decades (Ref. 6), therefore providing an interesting case for studying the 

effect of government policies on city sizes.  While only 18% of the population lived in urban China 

in 1978, over 50% reside in cities today following increased rural-urban migration as a result of 

relaxing the control of internal migration and accommodating labor mobility required by fast-growing 

urban sectors.  

 

2.2. Host city : Hong Kong 

 

Hong Kong (see Appendix B for a global map) is a coastal island located off the southern 

coast of China. Hong Kong’s history is remarkable since Hong Kong was incorporated into the 

Chinese empire during the Qing Dynasty (Ref. 7). Thereafter, Hong Kong was ceded by the Imperial 

China to Great Britain under the 1842 Treaty of Nanking, became a British Colony (1842 to 1941; 

1945 to 1981) and a British independent territory (1981 to 1997) (Ref. 8). 

In 1898, the British and Chinese governments signed the Second Convention of Peking, 

which included a 99-year lease agreement for the islands surrounding Hong Kong, called the "New 

Territories". The lease awarded control of more than 200 surrounding small islands to the British. In 

return, China got a promise that the islands would be returned to it after 99 years. 

Military occupation by the empire of Japan occurred between 1941 and 1945 (Ref. 9). 

On December 19, 1984, British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and Chinese Premier Zhao 

Ziyang signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration, in which Britain agreed to return not only the New 

Territories but also Kowloon and Hong Kong itself when the lease term expired. China promised to 

implement a "One Country, Two Systems" regime, under which for fifty years Hong Kong citizens 

could continue to practice capitalism and political freedoms forbidden on the mainland. On July 01, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qin_dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_era_of_Chinese_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_era_of_Chinese_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Britain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Nanking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Colony
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1997, the lease ended and the government of Great Britain transferred control of Hong Kong and 

surrounding territories to the People's Republic of China (Ref. 10). 

Starting out as a fishing village and salt production site, Hong Kong later evolved into an 

important free port and eventually a major international financial and touristic centre. 

 

As Asia's world city (Ref. 11), Hong Kong is a city of charm characterized by its rich history, 

the sophistication of an international city, cultural diversity and cosmopolitan lifestyle. Additionally, 

Hong Kong offers natural beauty including unspoilt natural parkland and spectacular scenery. Indeed, 

out-of-the-world view of Hong Kong skyscrapers, the glittering harbour and the green hills of the 

distant New Territories are part of the charm of this Chinese environment. 

2.3. Expatriation in partner university  : Lingnan University  

2.3.1. Lingnan University vision & values  

 

Lingnan University (Ref. 12), as the liberal arts university of Hong Kong, embraces the vision 

to excel as an internationally recognised liberal arts university distinguished by outstanding teaching, 

learning, scholarship and community engagement. In 2015, Forbes named Lingnan University as one 

of the “Top 10 Liberal Arts Colleges in Asia” (Ref. 13). Liberal arts education is achieved through 

deliberately small enrolment, broad-based curriculum, close staff-student relationship, rich residential 

life, extra-curricular activities and active community service.  

Three main categories of subjects are offered by Lingnan University : (1) Arts & Humanities (Arts, 

Performing Arts & Design ; History, Phylosophy & Theology ; Languages ; Literature & Linguistics ; 

Translation ; Visual Studies), (2) Business & Economics (Business & Management ; Accountancy ; 

Computing and Decision Sciences ; Finance and Insurance ; Marketing and International Business) & 

(3) Social Sciences [Economics & Econometrics ; Politics & International Studies (Including 

Development Studies) ; Psychology & Sociology].  

2.3.2. Material terms of my expatriation in Lingnan University    
 

The Table N°1 below gives the detail of the material terms (in euros) of my expatriation at 

Lingnan University (Hong Kong, China) and in Asian countries  (total amount = 6204 euros) 

Table 1 : Material Terms (euros)* - Expatriation Semester at Lingnan University (4.5 months) 

Return flight 789 

Visa, hostel & air-conditioning fees, linen set 867 

Meals & city transport Approximately 625 x 4.5 

Insurance 178 

Optional cultural activities (organised by Lingnan University) 195 

Miscellaneous costs & Asian country tours 125x4.5 + 800 

* : based on a euro Hong Kong dollar exchange rate of 8.4 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong_Kong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_centre
http://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/see-do/highlight-attractions/top-10/the-peak.jsp
http://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/see-do/highlight-attractions/top-10/the-peak.jsp
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2.3.3. Accommodation  

 

In Lingnan University, all exchange students were required to live on-campus and shared with 

a non-exhange student (Twins-sharing) during the entire period of study at the University. Rooms were 

randomly assigned. On Lingnan University campus, there were ten hostels in air-conditioning rooms, 

each furnished with 1 cabinet, 1 desk and chair, 1 single bed (6’ long), free LAN service connected to 

the University’s network system and free electricity.   

Facilities of student hostels included restrooms and showers shared by all the floor occupants ;  a  

common lounge ;  a pantry on each floor, with boilers, microwave ovens and refridgerators ; a game 

room ; a multi-purpose room ; a committee room ; a laundry area with washing machine and dryers ; 

telephones [free public telephones (international call services not provided) at the lift lobby on each 

floor and a telephone available at the common area]. 

 
3. STUDY CONTEXT OF MY EXPATRIATION ABROAD AT LINGNAN UNIVERSITY (HONG 

KONG) – COURSES SELECTION & CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1. Banner course registration procedure  
 

The course registration procedure was completely on-line, consisting in a double step with an 

initial registration before arrival to China (on mid-December-16) followed by a confirmatory registration 

the week before the start of the courses (mid January-17) at Lingnan University.   

As each record was only possible during a limited time-period and on a basis “first arrived, first 

served”, it was quite stressfull especially during the initial registration for the following reasons : 

- My initial course registration took place when I stayed in Barcelona (intership abroad during 

semester 5), starting in the night on 03.00 a.m. (Barcelona time ; i.e., on 10.00 a.m. Hong Kong time) ; 

- Since the rule was “first arrived, first served”, I was therefore ready before the start of the 

registration to get my expected courses! 

- The course offering list was very impressive with more than one hundred courses, with either 

pre-requistes and/or potential restrictions of the courses leading an exhaustive reading of the course 

descriptions before registration ; 

- Teaching modes were either lecture, tutorial or a combination of section of lecture plus a 

section of tutorial in the same submission ; 

- The student was responsible to his final class schedule ;    

- I was not familiar with the registration procedure, …at least during the initial registration phase!  

Indeed, independently of the inherent potential difficulties related to the registration procedure as 

mentioned above, I additionally faced a serious IT problem during the initial registration procedure 

since I was unable to connect to my personal account. Therefore, in the night, during a 2-hour period 

following the opening session of the course registration, between 03.00 and 05.00 a.m. (Barcelona 

time), I exchanged numerous emails and screenshots with both Lingnan Administration and IT 
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Department to solve my problem. As a consequence, my initial registration was finally completed a 

quarter after 05.00 a.m., …but I was unable to select the set of courses I had expected.  

 

The positive point of this situation was that this initial registration was a sort of training for me, which 

helped me for the complementary registration just after my arrival at Lingnan University, early January 

2017. Indeed, I was able to change my mind in the registration process by adding/dropping courses 

during the confirmatory registration step.  

3.2. Selected courses & teaching methods 

To qualify for a full-time status at Lingann University, each student is required to take at least 12 

credits undergraduate courses (or 4 undergraduate courses, 3 credits each). I enrolled for 5  

undergraduate courses [3 credits each, e.g. a total of 15 Lingnan’s credits (corresponding to 30 Ipag’s 

credits)].  

Three of them (see Courses N°1 to N°3) were focused on the aspects related to “Business & 

Economy” including Management, Organisation and Behaviour of human beings in organisational 

contexts or in the society, one on “English Language and Communication” (see Course N°4) and the 

last one was an “opening course” (see Course N°5). Details are given below. 

3.2.1. Course N°1 : Organisational behaviour 
 

Rationale : The current business environment has become unstable and is characterised by 

continuous change and renewal. As a consequence, the modern organisation places great emphasis 

on the management of human capital. These reasons led to the selection of this course.   

Course description : This course focused on human behaviour in organisational contexts studying 

the impact of individuals, groups, teams, and the global organisation on behaviour within 

organisations. Topics explored during this course included the effects of a positive or negative 

organisation on behaviour, empowerment, work engagement, job involvment, organisational 

commitment, motivation and job performance. Ethical issues (discrimination and sexual harassment) 

were also addressed as well as the importance of values and organisation culture on behaviour.   

Methods : Throughout the course, interactive exchanges occurred between the professor and the 

students.  

3.2.2. Course N°2 : Innovation in practices 
 

Rationale : I have selected this course because it seems to me that creativity and innovation are key 

components in new and existing markets as well as for the perennity of the companies. In addition as 

there is a direct relationship between the management of the human capital, creativity and innovation, 

both selected courses N°1 and N°2  are, in my point of view, complementary.  

Course description : This course provided me with a broader understanding of innovation within the 

context of new product development and management framework. This course focused on how to 
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create value and growth through innovation in new and existing markets. I have learn the skills of 

creativity and innovation as well as how to apply those skills accross the entire innovation 

management continuum including opportunity identification and selection, concept generation 

(ideation) and evaluation, development and launch. 

Methods : Interactive methods and techniques with the objective to train the students with these skills, 

so that the students learn and practice these techniques and then are able to apply them routinely 

throughout their graduate experience and beyong, therefore an investment for the (my) future. 

3.2.3. Course N°3 : Getting to yes through negotiation  
 

Rationale : The nature and quality of relationships between customers and suppliers are of great 

importance and crucial for both parties. As negotiation is the art and science of securing agreements 

between two or more interdependent parties, I therefore selected this course.   

Course description : This course on negotiation introduced students to the theory and practice of 

negotiation to be equipped with the knowledge and skills to improve the outcomes of negotiations and 

related issues. Influencing factors during negotiation were studied and included affect, culture, 

relationship, time pressures, the role of facilitators (third party as mediator) and power. Ethical issues 

in negotiation were also explored as well as conflicting interests either within or across organisations. 

Methods : both theory and practical approaches in many contexts (simple personal transactions, 

public and private sector collective bargaining) were used during this seminar-style course.  

 

3.2.4. Course N°4 : English for communication II 

 
Rationale : Communication will be crucial in my future activity as well as the current practice of the 

universal English language leading to the selection of this course requiring an advanced english level.  

Course description : The course was designated to improve the English language as well as study 

skills, the aim being improvment of student’s abilities to understand and acquire knowledge through 

reading and listening. Another main point was to communicate our ideas clearly and effectively both 

when speaking and writing. 

Methods : Using an integrated approach to develop language and skills at the same time.   

3.2.5. Course N°5 : Music and world culture 

 

Rationale : Finally, I had chosen an opening course from one of the three categories of subjects, e.g.,  

Humanities & Arts, in line with the liberal arts philosophy of Lingnan University.  

Course description : The course was designated to introduce students to the diversity and range of 

musical expression without any previous requirement, and especially no previous musical training, 

therefore without preconceived ideas. Common fundamental characteristics were explored in music 

and musical instruments of differents world culture. Interestingly, we have also explore how culture 

apply music to an array of arts forms (dance, theatre) and social contexts (religion, political revolution) 

Methods : listen to and watch a range of musical recordings and performances, and then critically 

evaluate these through discussion and writing, and the reading of relevant scholarship. 
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3.3. Global Lingnan University teaching and learning conditions 

 

Globally, teaching and learning environments at Lingan University were characterized by many 

interactions between professors and students as well as between students themselves, due to an 

environment favorable to exchanges.   

Whenever possible, the conventional method was replaced by a participatory and interactive methods 

between the teaching staff and the students which was very stimulating and motivating for me. 

 

4. CONCLUSION WITH PERSONAL FEEDBACK -  PERSPECTIVES   

4.1. China & Hong Kong expatriation 
 

China as emerging country which rapidly develops and well performs, the rich history of Hong 

Kong, the international aspect of the City, its cultural diversity and cosmopolitan lifestyle combined to 

the notoriety of the Liberal Art University of Lingnan, all this makes China and especially Hong Kong a 

very suitable place to consider when thinking about expatriation to improve and develop myself 

intellectually, culturally but also personally. 

During my expatriation in Hong Kong, I increased my independence and capacity to adapt in a foreign 

language work environment as well as in a totally different foreign style of life compared to France. 

This experience allowed me to be more self-confident and to believe in my abilities. This experience 

helped me to open myself more to others and to share good moments. Moreover, I have also gained a 

better self-esteem in my work and capabilities.  

4.2. Lingnan University (Hong Kong, China), teaching and learning received  

 
The reasons of my choice to Lingnan University were multiple. It was a challenge for me to be 

accepted by this internationally recognized Liberal Arts University, ranked as Top 10 in Asia by Forbes 

(2015; Ref. 13), and requiring a certain level of English.  

On the other hand, I was also convinced by the values advocated by Lingnan University. I enjoyed the 

teaching and learning environment predicated on a liberal arts philosophy including (a) significant and 

strong relationships between students and staff in order to improve student engagement and 

motivation, (b) development and creation of a learning environment that emphasizes active learning 

amongst students and (c) the development of reflective practice, including responding to students’ 

feedbacks, in order to improve the teaching and learning environment. 

To sum, I felt confident with Lingnan University’s approach which took into account the student 

voice and focused on the development of human capital. I also apreciated that the student was always 

empowered (for additional arguments, see also 4.3. thereafter). 
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4.3. Professional and technical acquired skills – Personal development 

 

Regardless of my relative achievements after only a semester in Lingnan University (Hong 

Kong, China), I have integrated the philosophy of the Liberal Arts University characterized by excellent 

cooperative skills, based on tolerance, integrity, civility, and a sense of personal responsibility as well 

as an attitude focused on problem solving capabilities, creativity and imagination. As a consequence, I 

discovered more myself, embraced new ideas and immersed in new cultures. 

 

At the end of this semester abroad in Lingnan University and in Asian countries after a previous 

semester in Spain, it seems to me I have made the world my classroom, and I have matured. 

 

4.4. Links with IPAG Business School’s educational program 

The panel of modules and large variety of courses given at IPAG Business School (Paris) 

perfectly met the expectations of the host University where I did my 3rd year expatritation. Moreover, I 

felt well prepared and equipped to tackle serenely this type of experience abroad, thanks to the 

English and Chinese classes, and Ipag’s courses.  

 

Taking together, IPAG’s educational program therefore fit for purpose, especially considering the 

assigned objectives and the content of this expatriation period abroad.  

4.5. Astonishments  

During my expatriation in Asian country, I was astonished by several points or situations, as follows.  

Buddies scheme :  Non-exchange students joining the buddies scheme usually were enthusiastic 

and positive students.  Their role and function were to promote cross-cultural exchange and 

internationalization within the university community. Becoming a buddy provides them a great 

opportunity to discover more about life outside Hong Kong while remaining on campus, and making 

friends with incoming students from all over the world to enrich their liberal art environment. I was very 

grateful to my buddy Queenie (and the team of) to assist me in different tasks during the semester at 

Lingnan : general guidance and assistance during my stay at Lingnan : settling into hostel at Lingnan, 

planning and organizing orientation programmes as well as cross-cultural activities, encouraging 

incoming students to participate into campus activities. 

 

Hong Kong city & cost of living : "Money makes the world go round”. This common saying is 

especially true for Hong Kong. Indeed, Hong Kong consistently ranks as one of the most expensive 

cities in the world for expats, even the highest [according to the HKSAR (Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region) government and other economic intelligence sources]. But it is especially 

accommodation, healthcare, and international schooling that contribute to the elevated costs. 

Personaly, I was not concerned by all these expatriates aspects, the main post being “food”. By far, 

the best way to keep costs down was to adopt a local attitude and live as the locals do and using 
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public transport. Indeed, much depends on the expatriate’s attitude and ability to adapt. The expense 

on purchase of books was considered limited. Textbooks were generally not required in many classes, 

as I was normally assigned readings from books borrowed from the library. There were also no 

laboratory fees.  

Chinese food in Hong Kong : Immediately, following my arrival in Hong Kong, I adopted and enjoyed 

local food style. No doubt, my local favourites were “dim sum” the Cantonese take on Chinese cuisine, 

with its vast variety of things to eat, some not so tempting to the western palate and others such as 

“cha sui bao”, spring rolls (“tsun guen”), “sui mai” and “har gau dumplings”. Cantonese style food is 

mainly steamed but also offers a variety of deep fried dishes, especially from the ubiquitous street 

stalls which adorn the city. Besides pork, beef and chicken, Cantonese cuisine incorporates almost all 

edible meats, including offal, chicken feet, duck’s tongue, snakes, and snails (…however, I did not tast 

these later types of very exotic dishes!). Yet the cuisine also includes a wide variety of vegetables 

such as “bok choi” a green leafy vegetable and the not very popular “stinkly tofu”, which deserves his 

name. 

Security & discrimination : With a state as densely populated as Hong Kong, it came for me as a 

surprise that the crime rate is one of the lowest in the world, despite scams, petty theft, and other 

small crimes remain a problem. After all, being a foreigner, as always when I move about a big city, I 

am cautious and use common sense. In addition, due to omnipresent police forces which reassure the 

population and high safety standards in Hong Kong city, I safely explored the city.  

 

Hong Kong is considered as a multicultural hot spot which unites both Eastern and Western 

influences. Despite its multiculturalism, however, discrimination is still an issue. The government has 

already passed laws which prohibit discrimination based on race, sex, family status, or disability. 

Unfortunately, sexuality and sexual orientation have not been taken into account so far. Immigrants 

from Mainland China and other Asian minorities are often subject to racial discrimination. At the same 

time, sexism often manifests in the work place when women receive lower salaries and fewer career 

opportunities. Government measures and anti-discrimination laws are slowly discimination leading to a 

more inclusive society.  

 

Sport culture : This former British territory now considered as a Special Administrative Region of the 

People's Republic of China considers sports as an important part of their culture. As a consequence, 

Hong Kong has traditionally western sports like badminton, swimming, basketball, cycling and football. 

Also, there is a great emphasis about horse races, which take place at least twice per week. It is 

common to gather with your friends and enjoy the show (for free). It is a very popular and friendly 

place. On the other hand, Hong Kong is well-known for its beautiful natural harbor, vibrant nightlife, as 

well as tremendous entertainment and shopping opportunities. But it is also a paradise for outdoor 

activities such as golfing, fishing, hiking and water sports (I practiced the last two ones in Hong Kong). 

Indeed, throughout the city, there are extensive hiking trails that are over 30 miles long and navigate 

through beautiful scenic areas and parks.  
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Hong Kong has various sporting bodies and establishments like YMCA (Young Men's Christian 

Association)  and YWCA (Young Women's Christian Association)  that supports the interest of the 

people with sports. 

Hong Kong is also known to participate and even host some of the international sporting events like 

the Lunar New Year Cup, an international football tournament held in the Hong Kong Stadium.  

Cricket has been played in Hong Kong since 1841 as part of the British Empire. Hong Kong first 

became part of the Olympic Games in 1952 as part of the British entourage. Since then, Hong Kong 

has been sending athletes to the Olympic Games as either part of the British or China Olympic 

delegation except when they participated in boycotting the 1980's Olympic Games held in Moscow. 

They have also been participating in the Winter Games since 2002. Their very first Olympic medal was 

by Lee Lai Shan who won the gold in the women's sailboard (Sailing) in the 1996 Atlanta Games. 

 

Lingnan hall spirit : Halls of Hong Kong University are known for their strong hall spirit. Each hall has 

its own tradition, culture, and unique characteristics. The members identify very strongly with their 

halls and are proud of their hall. Lingnan University hall spirit of fraternity, loyalty and trust is more 

important than ever. Lingnan Hall University is devoted to the development of their members. 

Consequently, hall members are encouraged to take full advantage of such a precious opportunity to 

actively participate in various hall activities so as to develop their personal abilities (e.g. leadership 

skills), personality, communication and social skills, as well as intellectual ability. Through developing 

a sense of belonging and commitment to the hall, students also develop a similar sense of 

commitment to the society.  Myself in connection with my buddy and friends, I attended daily Lingnan 

hall activities, mainly sports. I felt confident and relax with this social and societal approcah that 

participates in learning to live together. 

 

Accommodation style in the campus hostel : Compared to what I know in France from day to day, I 

learned to live in conditions somewhat Spartan. Indeed I shared my room with a local student in an 

extremely reduced space, our two beds being just separated by a “small” meter! To my surprise, I had  

no difficulty adapting to this lifestyle, although in certain circumstances the lack of privacy really 

weighed. 

Due to limited comfort and space inside the room, I naturally looked towards other activities provided 

at the campus level. So, the room was just a place to sleep and eventually do some homework or 

revisit a course, most of my life going on outside at sport halls or the campus library, or in and around 

Hong Kong. After such experience, I have strengthened my conviction that the comfort and human 

well-being are all relative and depend on lifestyle that is offered, or even imposed by the society.  

 

4.6. Perspectives  

 
My Chinese expatriation abroad gave me many professional assets and allowed me to acquire 

relevant skills. 

I gained some working methods, especillay in negotitation which is permanently present every day 

with all my contacts (professors, parents, families, friends, fellow students and many others), 
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management, organisational and personal behaviour.  Additionally, I am really convinced that a 

positive organisation creates a framework which positively impact on psychological empowerment and 

work engagement, with the final outcome being the retention of talent leading the organisation to 

adapt its business model in order to empower and engage the employees. As a consequence, the 

modern organisation places great emphasis on the management of human capital.  

 

Finally, I also improved my English. 

 

All these professional and personal achievements will help me to structure my professional 

future project, particularly in the choice of my fourth year specialization modules.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
***********
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APPENDIX A : FIGURE N°1 : China’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Growth Rate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Extract from Ref. 2) 
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APPENDIX B : Hong Kong’s Map 
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